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Abstrat. The Storage Resoure Manager has been proposed as a stan-

dard interfae for high-end storage systems deployed on Grid arhite-

tures. In this paper we propose a oneptual model for the SRM that

should supplement its API spei�ation with a lear and onise de�-

nition of its underlying strutural and behavioral onepts. This model

would make it easier to de�ne its semantis, it would help servie and

appliation developers, and provide for a more rigorous validation of

implementations. Di�erent notations are used as appropriate to de�ne

di�erent aspets of the model.

1 Introdution

The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) is the infrastruture that will

provide the omputational and storage failities needed to proess the data ol-

leted by the four experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN,

amounting to several Petabytes eah year.

One of the ritial issues that WLCG has to fae is the provision of a Grid

storage servie that allows for dynami spae alloation, the negotiation of �le

aess protools, support for quality of storage, authentiation and authorization

mehanisms, storage and �le management, sheduling of spae and �le opera-

tions, support for temporary �les, and other storage management funtions.

The Storage Resoure Manager (SRM) has been proposed [1℄ as a standard

interfae for high-end storage systems deployed on Grid infrastrutures. In par-

tiular, a signi�ant e�ort by an international ollaboration oordinated by the

WLCG has led to the de�nition of the SRM 2.2 protool and to its implemen-

tation on all the storage solutions deployed in WLCG.

The SRM is spei�ed primarily as an appliation programming interfae

(API). In this paper we propose a oneptual model for the SRM that should

supplement the API and other spei�ations with an expliit, lear and onise

de�nition of its underlying strutural and behavioral onepts. This model would

make it easier to de�ne the servie semantis, it would help servie and applia-

tion developers and provide for a more rigorous validation of implementations.

The proposed model is meant to strike a satisfatory ompromise between

larity and formality. Di�erent notations (e.g., basi set-theoreti and logial

formalism, UML [2℄ diagrams, and plain English) are used as appropriate to

de�ne di�erent aspets of the model.



2 The Storage Resoure Manager

A Storage Element (SE) is a Grid Servie implemented on a mass storage system

(MSS) that may be based on a pool of disk servers, on more speialized high-

performing disk-based hardware, or on a disk ahe front-end baked by a tape

system, or some other reliable, long-term storage medium. Remote data aess is

provided by a GridFTP servie [3℄ and possibly by other data transfer servies,

while loal aess is provided by POSIX-like input/output alls.

A SE provides spaes where users reate and aess �les. A �le is a logial

set of data that is embodied in one or more physial opies.

Storage spaes may be of di�erent qualities, related to reliability and aes-

sibility, and support di�erent data transfer protools. Di�erent users may have

di�erent requirements on spae quality and aess protool, therefore, besides

the data transfer and �le aess funtions, a SE must support more advaned

resoure management servies, inluding dynami spae alloation.

The Storage Resoure Manager (SRM) is a middleware omponent that pro-

vides the resoure management servies through a standard interfae, indepen-

dent of the underlying MSS. The interfae is de�ned by the SRM Interfae

Spei�ation (IS) [4℄ that lists the servie requests that a lient appliation may

issue, along with the data types for their arguments and results.

Request signatures are grouped by funtionality, suh as spae management

requests that allow lients to reserve, release, and manage spaes, speifying or

negotiating their quality and lifetime, and data transfer requests that get �les

into SRM spaes either from a lient's spae or from other storage systems, and

retrieve them. Other groups are diretory, permission, and disovery funtions.

3 A Model for the Storage Resoure Manager

The main SRM spei�ation are the above mentioned IS and the Storage Element

Model for SRM 2.2 and GLUE shema desription [5℄. Other relevant douments

are [1, 6, 7℄. We proposed a model to extend the spei�ations with a syntheti

desription of the basi entities, their relationships, and their behaviors.

We have hosen to use two submodels, with di�erent levels of formality. The

semi-formal model uses plain English and UML diagrams, and it is meant to give

an overall view of the system, identifying its main omponents, their relationships

and behavior, and to de�ne and larify the terms used in the IS. A more formal

model uses set-theoreti and logial notations to express onstraints. This model

is meant to resolve ambiguities that might remain in the semi-formal model, and

to support the design and testing of SRM implementations.

3.1 Desribing Conepts and Properties

In the stati model, the SRM onepts are represented as objet lasses, their

properties and reiproal relationshisps being modeled by attributes and assoia-

tions subjet to various onstraints. Figure 1 shows a partial UML lass diagram

for the SRM stati model.



surl: anyURI
fileRetentionPolicy: TRetentionPolicy
fileAccessLatency: TAccessLatency
fileStorageType: TFileStorageType
locality: TFileStorageType
fileLifetimeAssigned: int
fileLifetimeLeft: int

File

spaceRetentionPolicy: TRetentionPolicy
spaceAccessLatency: TAccessLatency

copyRetentionPolicy: TRetentionPolicy
copyAccessLatency: TAccessLatency
copyStorageType: TFileStorageType

requestToken: RequestToken

Copy

copyPinLifetime: int

turl: anyURI
handlePinLifetime: int

Handle

totalReservedSpace: long int
guaranteedReservedSpace: long int

Space

spaceToken: string

spaceLifetime: int
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Fig. 1. Stati model of the SRM.

Some of the attributes represent important properties: retention poliy, aess

lateny, and (�le) storage type. Retention poliy desribes the likelihood that a

�le opy may be lost in a given storage spae. This likelihood may be high

(REPLICA retention poliy), intermediate (OUTPUT), or low (CUSTODIAL).

The OUTPUT poliy is urrently not implemented. Aess lateny desribes

data aessibility: A spae where data are immediately aessible is ONLINE,

otherwise it is NEARLINE. A NEARLINE spae is supported by mehanial

media, suh as tape, that require data to be staged to temporary disk storage for

aess. A third lateny, OFFLINE, is urrently not implemented. The storage

type refers to �le lifetime. A VOLATILE �le is deleted automatially after a

given time. A DURABLE �le also has a limited lifetime, but it must be removed

expliitly by its owner. A PERMANENT �le has an unlimited lifetime, until

removed by its owner. Durable �les are urrently not implemented. A Site URL

(SURL) identi�es the �le within the SE, and the SE itself.

The assoiations in the diagram show that a spae hosts zero or more �les,

that eah �le has one or more opies, one of whih is the master opy, that eah

opy resides on a spae, and it has one or more handles.

3.2 Desribing Behavior

The dynami model of the SRM is desribed by UML state diagrams. Figure 2

shows a part of the model, related to �les.

A �le is reated with a prepareToPut or a opy request. A request an be

served asynhronously, so a �le may remain for some time in a waiting state

(SURL Unassigned) before it is assigned a SURL. In this state, the �le an be

destroyed by an abortFiles or abortRequest operation. Otherwise, eventually a

SURL is assigned and the �le enters a state (SURL Assigned) where it an be



destroyed by an rm (remove) request, by a releaseSpae request with the fore

option, when its lifetime expires and the �le is volatile, or when the pin lifetime

of its last opy expires and the �le is volatile.

Some requests are aepted in the SURL Assigned state, but they do not

alter the behavior. Suh requests are listed as internal transitions (shown inside

the state ion in the diagram) and leave the �le in SURL Assigned and in its

urrent substate, whihever it be.

SURL_Unassigned

extendFileLifetime
extendFileLifetimeInSpace
setPermissions
prepareToPut [busy]
copy [busy]

SURL_Assigned

abortFilesabortRequest rm

releaseSpace [force]

when (fileLifetimeLeft = 0) [type = VOLATILE]

when (expiredCopy(c) and lastCopy(c)) [type = VOLATILE]

Fig. 2. State mahine for File (1).

4 A More Formal Stati Model

While the semi-formal model exposed above is helpful for users and developers

of the SRM, a �ner level of detail and a greater degree of formality are needed to

ensure interoperability and full ompliane with the spei�ation. Therefore we

propose an initial, still inomplete, formal model expressed in basi mathematial

notation. Sine the SRM is still evolving and several issues are still open, the

model is limited to fundamental features, upon whih further extensions and

re�nements an be built.

An elementary mathematial notation was hosen instead of some more spe-

ialized language, suh as the UML Objet Constraint Language [8℄ or the Z Spe-

i�ation Language [9℄, but it should be easy to translate the notation adopted

here to those formalisms, if needed.

First, we introdue some basi sets whose members are unstrutured values,

suh as atomi symbols (meant to represent names of objets or disrete values

for their attributes) or numbers. Then we de�ne the onstruted sets of stor-

age elements, spaes, opies, handles, and �les as Cartesian produts of some

previouly de�ned sets.

Funtions are used to represent various properties and relationships. Con-

straints on properties and relationships are expressed as prediate logi formulas.



For example, two of the basi sets are the set of spae or �le sizes, de�ned as

idential to the set of natural numbers (Sz = IN), and the set of retention poliies,

de�ned as a set of three values (Rp = fREPLICA;OUTPUT;CUSTODIALg).

The set of spaes is de�ned as S = T � L� Prop � Sz �R

s

, where T is the

set of spae tokens (i.e., identi�ers), L the set of lifetimes, Prop a set of tuples

of spae properties, and R

s

is the set of request issued for eah spae.

As an example of a onstraint, the statement that \a �le annot outlive its

spae" is expressed as

8

f2F;t>stime(f )

0 < lleft(f ; t) < lleft(mspae(f ); t)

where F is the set of �les, t is a time value, stime(f ) is the time of �le reation,

lleft(�; t) is the �le or spae lifetime remaining at time t, and mspae(f ) is the

spae holding the master opy of �le f .

5 Validation of Existing SRM Implementations

The SRM has been implemented for �ve di�erent MSSs, namely CASTOR [10℄,

developed at CERN and based on tape libraries and disk servers, dCahe [7℄, de-

veloped at DESY, used with multiple MSS bakends, DPM [11℄, a disk-only MSS

developed at CERN, DRM/BeStMan, a disk-based system developed at LBNL,

the �rst promoter of SRM, and StoRM [12℄, a disk-based system developed at

CNAF, based on parallel �le systems suh as GPFS or PVFS.

All these systems are being tested for ompliane with the SRM IS. Us-

ing various tehniques of blak-box testing [13℄, �ve families of test ases have

been designed: Availability to hek the availability of the SRM end-points; Ba-

si to verify basi funtionality of the implemented SRM APIs; Use Cases to

hek boundary onditions, funtion interations, and exeptions; Exhaustion

to exhaust all possible values of input and output arguments suh as length of

�lenames, SURL format, and optional arguments; Stress tests to stress the sys-

tems, identify rae onditions, study the behavior of the system when ritial

onurrent operations are performed, and in other exating onditions.

The SRM model proposed in this paper has been used to derive several test

ases in the Basi and Use Cases test suites.

6 Conlusions

A omprehensive model of the SRM is being developed to support the devel-

opment and veri�ation of SRM implementations, using di�erent notations and

levels of formality in order to satisfy the needs of di�erent stakeholders in the

SRM development.

The �rst draft of the model is available, and feedbak from its users is awaited.

In fat, the model has already ontributed to the validation of existing implemen-

tations by assisting in the design of a few families of tests, and its development

has helped in identifying unantiipated behaviors and interations. The testing

ampaign itself has helped the developers to �nd solutions that better satisfy

the needs of the users.
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